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SUb_tARY
An exercise to support the Federal Aviation Administration in demonstrat-
: ing the U.S. candidate for an international microwave landing system (MLS)
was satisfactorily accomplished at the National Aviation Facilities Experi-
mental Center in May 1976, It was demonstrated that in automatic three-
dimensional (3-D) flight, the volumetric s_gnal coverage of the MLS can be
exploited to enable a commercial carrier class airplane to perform complex
curved, descending paths with precision turns _nto short final approaches
terminating in landing and roll-out, even when subjected to strong and gusty
tail- and cross-wlnd components and severe wind shear. The avionics tech-
==: nique used in the demonstration for processing and utilization of the MLS
; signals is illustrative of application to future system design.
Of equal importance were the advanced displays that allowed the flight
_ crew and observers to follow the flight situation and aircraft tracking per-
formance very accurately from the aft flight deck cf the Terminal Configured
: Vehicle Program Boeing 737 research airplane without outside reference. Ele-
_=_ ments of these displays enabled the pilots to proceed after take-off toward
the initial way point of the flight profiles, where automatic 3-D flight was
_' initiated. During the initial phase of auto_atlc 3-D navigation, elements
of the displays were driven by conventional navigation signals. Upon entering[,
the MLS coverage region, MLS signals were used to drive the display elements
X
for monitoring of the automatic control system performance during transition
-:i from conventional RNAV to MLS RNAV; curved, descending flight; flare; touch-
down; and roll-out. Of greater impertance, particularly with respec_ to
: implications for future systems, the displays enabled the pilots, when traf-
flc situations or their interruptions occurred, to contlol manualJy for
_ _ diversionary maneuvers. The situation presented by the displays was clear
enough to allow the pilots to perform the appropriate maneuvers readily in
!:.: the RNAV environment to reenter the desired profiles w_th precision. Such
capability is lacking today in commercial operations and will be required
• for acceptance of complex, close-ln maneuvers in the future. In addition,
the pilots flew several manually controlled approaches using the same dis-
__ play formats that had been used for monitoring purposes during the automatic
flights. Data for these manual approaches indicate that the perfurmance
compares favorably with the performance achieved under automatic ilight
_ control.
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Tim growing cnttgt, st.i4m aq:;,,,,i,,_,,,l wl ], 11,,_, rapid t, xpansion of atr travel,
and tim noise impact, of t_h,. j,.,T: l l,,, t ,,. ,titl,,rl .,,irhborn have led to tech-
nology developments tn t.round :.,,1 ..,it I,,,,,., 4..l_.,,2tr,ml.c systems and in noise sup-
pression, hi thiH arc:l, tl._ I,,,/ ,.,, , ,,. ,,, ,, ,,,,m,,,i.._:t;ltlon (DOT) and the Federal
Aviation Adml.ulstratlon (FAA) h:_...,, ,.,,I,.,_ :,1.',,. _., efterr to upgrade the air
traffic control system. 'rhls r,,vl:.,,lt;yt;l,,.,,known as the Upgraded Third-
Generation Alr Traffic _:ont_,I _';y:,t,:1:_(u_;:_l.'.I_NI'CS). has the following features
(ref. I) :
(I) Intermittent posltivt. ,;t,ntr_,l
(2) Discrete address beaco, sy_t,_mt
(3) Area navigation
(/t)Microwave landing system.
(5) Upgraded air traffic coo:col a,.;._,)mathm
,: (6) Airport surface traffic centre[
;i (7) Wake-vertex avoidance system
(8) Aeronautical satellites iur tran.-:uceanLc flight
(9) Automation of fligl,t service :-;tat:i,m,_
It is recognized that additional d_w,l.oprm-:nt and evaluation activities should
make maximum use of the potential el tl,e_.,.. _v_;tem developments. In formulating
the Joint DOT-NASA Civil Aviation tc, sq:n:ch _!nd hevelopment Policy Study Report
(ref. 2, p. 6-28) the question of U.S Government conduct or support of demon-
stration programs in civil aviation i:: J.ntroduced with:
;: "Demonstration programs are _,,_'ed,..,dto prove out new systems and
technologies, to assess market potm_:.Ja[s, or to remove major insti-
tutional constraints tempor:r ly. ,J,,_,onstratlonprograms are experi-
ments designed to embrace n_w coucept_, procedures, regulations, or
the blending of new technolug[,-_ lute existing systems. These pro-
grams should collect informari:m _md _equlred data in a real-world
enviromaent involving the u]tim_t,_ users of the system. ."
.-:, In recc,gnition of this need, tiw N.'_SALangley Research Center has imple-
<, mented the Terminal Configured Vehicle fTC,V) Program (ref. 3). Its goal is to
identify, e_.,aluate,and demons|r_.t,.:_:i_,t_It a.d fl_ght management technology !
that will ilaprove the efficiency and accqptab!lity of conventional aircraft in
=-_ terminal-area operations. The rea..._m _.o.t- v,nphasis on terminal-area operations
....'! (fig. I) iS that this region is recog,_-_zcda:-; the system bottleneck as well as
the major area of possible unfaw:rub.l_, lt,_puctwith the community environment.
• The TCV Program is eonductb:g .,,,,:]yt]c_'..!, :;I.q_ul'_t_on,and flight test
research which will support :[mp_L,w,m,,c_ _, i_u (:) t..t-n,inal-area capacity and effi-
> ciency, (2) approach and landing ,:;,[,:_I., !..:t> i_,.:,dverse weather, and (3) operat-
.: ing procedures to reduce noise i_q_,._ct. !,_ :hi,,;,eseareh, major emphasis is
. : being placed on the developme,t _! ._,Iv:mut,l,:,,,,,,:l,ts [or appl_cations to avl-
"% onics and displays for aircraft ,,l,,:t.:l ;,,,_:;i_, tl. UC3IO) and post UG3Pd) ATCS's.
,_ Particular emphasis is bein[.,l,.lu,',:d _,;_ ,,m..,,,t.i,u_._: Ln an }ILS environment. One
example of this effort is tlm p:,rt;cil,._i,,....l ,;.'_:_,\through its TCV Program with
the FAA :In the demonstrat-_cm ,.,i I.,_. t'." ,: ,t i,,,,.,,I :n_cl'owave landing system to the i
I
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All Weather Operatlonf_ Panc.l.of thu l_It,.r,;ttl.onalCivil Avlat_on OrRanlzatlon
"_ (ICAO). Thtt_ dolnon_trnt|o. I:c,t,k 1.1;_:,, :it the, F/_A't4 National Avlation J,';wl] t tl,,l_
,i Experimontal Center (NAI'I.'.L) :ttl N_y 1916 (rt, l. 4). During this demonntr.Lton tl,c,
MLS was utilized to provide, _1., TiN I_oe,tng 737 ret3earch alrpiane with p,uid.tte,,
: _or automatic control during tt;_n,,_l_tlurt from conventional RNAV to HLS RNAV [n
curved, descending fll_;ht; l_lar_'; to,t,:hdot,m; and roll-out. Tho purpom,
of this paper is to describe sea,_, of Lhc, operational aspects of the demonstra-
tion. Flight profiles, system configuration, displays, and operating procedures
used in the demonstration are described, and preliminary results of flight data
analysis are discussed. Recent experiences with manually controlled flight in ..,
the NAFEC MLS environment are also dLscussed,
: ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
AFD aft flight deck
ATC air traffic control
AWOP All Weather Operations Panel
Az azimuth angle from MLS azimuth beam
C-band 5000-MHz frequency signal
[. CWS control wheel steering
- V
_.i_ DME distance measuring equipment
_,; DME/DME dual DME navigation mode
,' DOT Department of Transportation
.'t
'-: EADI electronic attitude director indicator
_,; E}ISI electronic horizontal situation indicator
_'; E1 elevation angle
J_" EL1 elevation angle from MLS glide slope beam
"i, EL2 elevation angle from b_S flare beam
Z_ FAA Federal Aviation Administration
= ":_ GCA Ground Controlled Approach
._, ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
IDD inertially smoothed DME/DME navigation mode
0000000]-TSA] 3
ILS instrument landing _y_tcm
INS Inertial plntform
Ku ]5,000-MHz frequency signal
LAT latitude
I_TORIGIN latitude of _rigin of MLS runway-referenced coordinates
LONG longitude
LONGoRIGIN longitude of origin of MLS runway-referenced coordinates
MLS microwave landing system
_S RNAV navigation in the _S environment
NAFEC National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCDU navigation control/display unit
R range measurement
RNAV area navigation
RSFS Research Support Flight System
TCV Terminal Configured Vehicle
UG3RD A'fCS Upgraded Third-Generation Air Traffic Control System
VFR visual flight rules
VE east velocity
VN north velocity
altitude rate or sink rate
hms I altitude above mean sea level
hid al=itude above desired touchdown point
x,y,z aircraft position in runway-referenced coordinates
[_. y cross runway velocity
cross runway acceleration
h
"_ ................................... i i...,...i_ _
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&LAT latitude deviation of aircraft froNorisin of runway-referenced
coordinate system
_LONG longitude deviation of aircraft from origin of runway-referenced
coordinate system
angle of glide-path deviation
angle of lateral-path deviation
8 aircraft pitch angle
¢ aircraft roll ansle
aircraft yaw angle
3-D three-dlmenslonal navisatlon mode (3 positions)
4-D four-dimenslonal navigatlonmode (3 positions and velocity or time
schedule)
TCV PPDGRAMOVERVIEW
It has been recosnlzed that new ATC equipment and procedures cannot solve
the problem8 that they are intended to solve unless the airborne systems and
flight procedures are developed to take full advantage of the capabilities of
the ground-based facilities. The airborne system is considered to be the basic
airframe and equipment, the fllght-control systems (automatic and piloted
modes), the displays for monltorln S or pilot control, and the crew as manager
and operator of the system. Because of the ursent need to develop the required
airborne system capabillty, the NASA Lansley Research Center has implemented a
lons-term research effort known as the Terminal Configured Vehlcle Program.
The program is conducting analytlcal, simulation, and fllght-test work to
develop advanced flight-control capability for
4-D RNAV and transition Co MLS
Precision, curved, steep, deceleratins, and time-sequenced approaches
utillzlngMLS
Zero-vlslbillry landlngs throuEh turnoff
• This .mpability will be developed by means of
Advanced automatic controls
Advanced pilot displays for monitoring and cc'utrol
Reduced crew workload
i_ Improved interfaces of avionics, aircraft, ant crew
Advanced airframe configurations
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The primary facility used in the flight research is the Research Support
Flight System (RSFS). The system consists of a Boeing 737 airplane (fig. 2)
equipped with onboard reprogrammable all-digital integrated navigation, guidance,
control, and display systems.
RSFS Description
A cutaway view of the airplane shown in figure 3 illustrates the palletized
installation of the RSFS avionics and depicts a second cockpit for research (aft
flight deck, AFD). The value of the RSFS for research purposes is enhanced by -_
several notable design features:
(a) The system functions are controllable and variable through software.
(b) The hardware is easily removed, modified, repaired, and installed.
(c) Flight station changes are readily accomplished in the research cock-
pit, which h_ a fly-by-wlre implementation for control of _he airplane.
The arrangement of the AFD is shown in the photograph of figure 4. The
center area of the cockpit is seen to resemble a conventional 737 cockpit,
whereas the area immediately in front of the pilot and copilot has been opened
up by removing the wheel and wheel column and replacing them with "brolly
handle" controllers. This open area has been utilized as the location for
advanced electronic displays. The displays illustrated in figure 4 consist of
an electronic attitude director indicator (EADI) at the top, the electronic
horizontal situation indicator (EHSI) in the middle, and the navigation control
display unit (NCDU) at the bottom. A control mode select panel is shown loc_ted
at the top of the instrument panel and centered between the two pilots. The
display system is all digital and can be readily reprogramed with regard to for-
mats and symbology for research purposes. The NCDU is used to call up pre-
planned routes and flight profile information or for entering new or revised
information to be displayed. Inserted information and flight progress informa-
tion can be called up on the NCDU for review. The EADI instrument provides
basic attitude information to control the airplane; the EHSI shows the horizon-
tal plan of the flight, either with a heading-up or north-up mode, and the
flight progress. The dlsplay formats and their functions will be described in
more detail in a later section of this paper.
TCV Program Goals
• The basic goals of the TCV Program are illustrated in figure 5. As seen
in this figure, operations in the MLS environment can, perhaps with proper con-
trols and displays, allow operators to take advantage of steep, decelerating
curved approaches with close-ln capture whi:h result in shorter common paths.
These paths can be planned for reduced noise over heavily populated areas and
for increased airport capacity. Onboard precision navigation and guidance sys-tems including displays are required for 3-D and 4-D navigation and for
sequencing and closer lateral runway spacing. Displays are under development
8
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with the intent of achieving lower visibility operatlone in this f,Jcut:,_ c_,_.,.. . -
ment with sufficient confidence that they become routine. _'inal]y, p,os_,_,:_, ,_
turnoffs at relatively high speed should clear the runway to allow op,-._:,,_.....,
to proceed with perhaps 40 to 45 seconds between aircraft, shouhl rh_ ,,_,,; :
wake problems be solved.
U.S. MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM
In 1977, the ICAO is scheduled to select a new international standard
approach and landing guidance system that will replace both the instrument
landing system (ILS) at civil airports and the ground controlled approach (C(.":
i[ at military airports (ref. 5). The ICAO All Weather Operations Panel _s pre_-_
ently evaluating candidate microwave landing systems submitted by Australia,
Brltaln_ France. West Germany, and the United States. All candidate systems
operate in the microwave region, which is expected to serve the full rgnge of
aircraft operating in all-weather conditions.
i.i The U.S. MLS basically transmits three tlme-reference scanning fan-shapeJ
i_i radio beams from the runway, as illustrated in flgure_. One beam scans ±60 °
_-" from side to side of the runway c_nter at a rate of 15_ times per second to
provide azimuth (Az) referencing. The second beam scans up 20° and down to a
reference plane parallel to the runway surface at a rate of 40 times per secon_
i to provide basic glide slope guidance (ELI). The third beam, which scans up 7-[_
: and down to the same plane parallel to the runway at a rate of 40 times pe_:
L: second, is used for flare guidance (EL2). A fourth nonscanning fan-shaped b_:_,E
i_ transmitted from a distance measuring equipment (DME) site provides ranging
information. This DME beam is transmitted at a rate of 40 times per second a_i
has an angular coverage of 120° in azimuth and 20° in elevation. Time refere.-,_."
means that receiving equipment onboard _he aircraft will measure the time dlf-
_ ference between successive "to" and "fro" sweeps of the scanning beams to
L_ determine aircraft position relative to the runway center line and to a pre-
!_: selected glide path. This tlme-dlfference measurement technique gives rise to
_=: the designation of the U.S. MLS as a Time Reference Scanning Beam MLS.
_.
J
; JOINT FAA/NASA ICAO DEMONSTRATION AGRED_NT
j_,,,
_: Early in the TCV Program, a _olnt NASA/FAA agreement recognized tbe long-
,_ term ob_ectlve, of the NASA Program, and NASA agreed to provide use of the 'ICV
._ airplane for support of specific FAA system evaluations, including that of t_,e
_< MLS. In July 1975, at the request of the FAA, NASA agreed to partlcJpate i,_r_
:" flight demonstration of the U.S. MLS capabilities to the All Weather Ope,_tJ ....
/ " Panel (AWOP) cf ICAO at NAFEC. The ground rules adopted for the demonstratJ_,,
:_ were
___i (I) Fly :|-D automatic, curved, descending approaches with R_FS nax,[_at_[c,r_
.... control laws used for the curved-path portions and with _S guidance substJ_t_
_ for inertial platform (INS) guidance.
_:,
:_'.
"_:! I
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_.. (2) Make transition from curved-p_th portions to short, straight final
:_i, approaches and land with the RSFS autoland control laws modlfled_to use MLS
,,," guidance substituted for INS and ILS guidance
, (3) Perform flares using EL2 and/or radio altimeter signals.
,_ (4) Perform roll-out using MLS guidance•
,¢
'L
i._ (5) Modify the RSFS displays to accept MLS derived information. These
displays include (a) horizontal situation, (b) curved trend vector, and
_ (c) center-line and glide-path deviations• "_"
i"! All the capabilities implied by the ground rules were to be demonstrated
!_i! in an automatic mode without use of the inertial smoothing technlquewhich is a
_i_ basic part of the conventional RSFS• The FAA asked that no acceleration signals
!o_:: be used to augmea_ the MLS data if possible. However, the FAA stated that the
i_" use of body-mounted accelerometers or direct measurement of INS acceleration
!-_,_; signals were permissible if parameters of this type were needed for the basic
°ii__' control systems, The FAA also stated that the use of attitude data from the INS
_ was permissible in lieu of attitude from high-quality vertical and directional
attitude reference systems for display purposes. The philosophical approach
:i_ taken by Langley Research Center was to make mlnlmummodlfications in the
_ existing navigation guidance and control systems and to derive all necessary
_;_ parameters from the MLS data for interface with these systems.
:I!' DEMONSTRATION FLIGHT PROFILES
_: The flight profiles uelected for the demonstration are shown in figure 7
_._: superimposed on a photograph of the NAFEC area• The two profiles shown in this
i_i. figure are designated as a 130° azimuth capture and an S-turn azimuth capture.i
,_: Each flight profile contains a 3 n. mi. straight final approach representative
-_ of many VFR approaches being flown at the present time at congested airports
_ near heavily populated areas These profiles_ which can be used to provide
L_!_ alleviation of noise over populated areas, are also illustrative of the types of
_:,' curved paths that have potential for increasing airport capacity in ac advanced
i _:: ATC environment
_:: A more detailed description of flight events along the demonstration pro-
_: files is given in figures 8 and 9. As seen in figure 8, take-off was from run-
_Y way 22 with the airplane controlled manually from the front cockpit during take-
_-' off Shortly after take-off_ control was shifted to the aft cockplt_ where a
i_, control wheel steering (CWS) mode had been selected by the AFD pilot Prior to
-_.. encountering the first way poiDt, the AFD pilot selected a 3-D automatic RNAV
:_,_ mode for airplane control. Thz_ control mode used inertially smoothed DME/DME
...._ (IDD) as the source of guidance information. Altitude was maintained at 1220 m
_" (4000 ft) until the way point indicated by "Begin 3° descent" was passed. From
_o:., this point the airplane continued descending at 3° until flare was initiated.
i_ _ After crossing the Az boundary and approximately 15 seconds after crossing the
i--__ ELI boundary, the pilot received an indication of valid HLS data, at which time
' _.:. he selected the _S RNAV mode which used MLS data as the source of guidance
_._., I0
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information. This latter event is noted as "MLS enable" in figure 8. Just
prior to entering the final turnp the pilot switched to Land Arm. The airplane
continued to fly under the MLS _NAV mode untll both selected glide slope and
lateral path were acquired; then the control of the alrplane was switched to
autoland, which then controlled the aircraft along the 3 n. ml. flnal approach.
At an altitude consistent with the sink rate and altitude criteria of the flare
laws in the flight control system, flare was initiated. Flare was executed
using EL2 and DME data as the source of vertlcal guidance information on most
of the touchdowns. On a few flights during the demonstration, a radio altimeter
was used as the source of vertical guidance information for comparison purposes.
The events along the S-turn profile are very similar to the events of
the 130° azimuth capture profile, as shown in figure 9. It may be noted that
the S-turn profile resulted in a greater time period of MLS ENAV than did
the 130° profile. On touch-and-go approaches, control was switched from aft
flight deck automatic control to front flight deck manual control for the take-
off portion of repeat flights. On landings that continued to a full stop, roll-
out was conducted in an automatic mode that used the Az beam for runway center-
llne guidance information.
RSFS CONFIGURATION FOR THE ICAO DEMONSTRATION
The basic configuration of the ESFS that was used during the ICA0 Demonstra-
tion is illustrated in figure I0. It should be noted that the orlginal RSFS was
not configured to use MLS data for navigation, guidance, or control. The
principal task to which NASA addressed its efforts was the integration of the
MLS signals into the navigation, guidance, and control laws and display formats
of the orlglnal RSFS that had been designed to use INS, DME, ILS, and radio
altimeter data. The major development effort involved with the configuration of
figure I0 was directed at aircraft antenna design and location, interface of the
MLS receiver with the RSFS, and design of the MLS guidance signal processor.
Wherever possible, the functions of this signal processor were designed to per-
mit integration of MLS derived navigation, gulda_,_e, and control parameters with
exlstln 8 laws of the navigation and guidance ccmputer and the autoland computer
with minimal modifications to these computers. Minor changes were made to the
existing display formats, with features adde_ to indicate validity of MLS sig-
nals and to improve the perspective runway format.
MLS Processor
Details of the MLS processor are illustrated in figure 11. As shown in
this figure, the inputs to the MLS processor from the MLS receiver are Az, R,
ELI, and EL2. These slgnals were prefiltered to remove extraneous noise and
then transformed to a runway-referenced coordinate frame which produced position
data (x,y,z) relative to the selected glide-path intercept point.
12 The function of the closed-loop estimator of figure II was to produce estl-
mates of position and velocity parameters required for interface with the n_vi-
gation and guidance computer, the autoland computer, and the displays. The Air
11
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: Data input to the closed-loop estimator consisted of calibrated airspeed and
sink rate as derived from a barometric altimeter. These two pieces of data
were used to initialize the closed-loop estimator. The Accelerations input to
the closed-loop estimator was used to produ,_ Lhe quality of velocity data
required in the flight control system. These acceleration data were extracted
from the INS during the ICA0 nemonstratlon. However, on subsequent flights
this Accelerations input was derived from body-mounted accelerometers, with no
notable degradation of flight performance. A descriptlon of the closed-loop
estimator outputs is given in the following paragraphs.
MLS Processed Signals for Navigation and Guidance
The MLS processor outputs to the navigation and guidance computer are
indicated in figure 12. The parameters derived from MLS data for navigation
are ALAT and ALONG, which are latitude and longitude deviations from the
origin of the MLS runway-referenced coordinate frame. The terms LAToRIGIN
and LONGoRIGIN in figure 12 are the latitude and longitude values for-t_e
:: origin of the runway-referenced coordinate frame. These latitude and longitude
origin values are known a priori and stored in the navigation computer. It is
: then a simple task to determine the aircraft latitude and longitude, as indi-
:, cared by the equations in figure 12. The MLS processor outputs used for guld-
i: ance are latitude LAT, longitude LONG, altitude to mean sea level h
north velocity Vw, east velocity VE, and sink rate h. These MLS pr_cSlssor
outputs and way pSints defining the desired flight path which are prestored in
_- the navigation and guidance computer are then operated upon by the RSFS guidance
laws to produce path correction commands to the autopilot while operating in an
__, automatic RNAV mode.
__O
MLS Processed Signals fo_ Autoland
-_i The MLS processor outputs to the autoland computer as shown in figure 13
"_ are gilds-path-angle deviation _, lateral-path-a_gle deviation q, altitude to
-': touchdown hid , vertical velocity, or sink rate h, and cross runway velocity y.
_ These inputs to the autoland guidance laws are processed in the autoland com-
puter along with a prestored runway heading during the final approach to produce
-_., pitch and roll commands to the autopilot. It should be noted here that airspeed
_, is controlled by the autothtottle aLcording to a preset airspeed selected by the
_ pilot.
--_ D_S Processed Signals Used for Displays
Before discussing the t,ILb o,'ouus_ur outputs used for driving the displays,
[ it is appropriate to desur:Lbe cbe ibS] told EADI display formats used during the
MLS demonstration. The phot,_g_-aph¢,I f_gure 14 shows the arrangement of the
electronic displays in the resea[ch c_,ckplt. The display system consists of the
:_i:. electronic attitude dlrector iudicatoJ: (F_\D[) at the top, an electronic horl-
_ zontal situation indicator (EHSI) in the middle, and the navigation control
_ i. display unit (NCDU) at the bottom. The EAD[ provides basic attitude information
%'
>
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_':: used to _ontrol the airplane, The EADI format of figure 14 shows an en route
i:? format, with the star and circle symbology providing information on the position
•, of the airplane relative to a programed flight profile. Details of the EA])I
,+.'; symbology used for approach to landing will be discussed later.
". The EHSI format of figure 14 shows a horizontal view of the preprogramed
• _::: flight path and obstacles, such as the towers shown in the display. The present
: +: position of the airplane is indicated by the apex of the triangle symbol. The
;- ,I
.=:.:: dashed trend vector in front of the airplane symbol is predictive information
:_ and represents where the airplane will be in 30, 60, and 90 seconds if it main-
J
+:_ talns the current turn rate. The map also shows way points along with the path
•J: and ground navigation aids. The current track angle is displayed at the top of
!++_+i:; the screen, The moving time box shown in the photograph can be displayed if
L. "_ the pilot wishes tO fly a 4-D path manually or automatically.
+ _>,
!;0_ The NCDU is used by the pilot to call up or revise preplanned routes and
:!i flight profiles. Flight progress information can also be called up on the NCDU
!..... for review.
_, The EADI format used for the automatic approach and landing mode is shown
,. %:':?
_%:i_ in the photograph of figure 15. This format provides basic attitude information
_4 in both pitch and roll. Lines of pitch angle in 5° increments are indicated_+t_,
:_!_ above and below the horizon, and the roll pointer at the top of the display
_i shows bank angles of i0°, 20°, 30°, and 45° . The reference airplane symbol isbiased 5° up to reduce clutter in the middle of the screen. Flight-path angle
! °_/{, iS displayed in the form of two wedge-shaped symbols that move vertically as a
.....• function of flight-path angle and laterally as a function of drift angle.
,_y Flight-path acceleration is displayed by the rectangular-shaped symbol that is
%+ _USt tO the left of the fllght-path symbols. Deviation from the vertical and
:o_! lateral paths is displayed by the movement of the autoland box symbol in rela-
++:,_ finn tO the boresight dot of the reference airplane symbol. When desired, a
:_': computer-generated perspective runway with extended center line (ref. 6) can be
.... "[ displayed for approach situation information The triangle symbol on the hor_-
=.+_
:++' zon gives presen_ track-angle information. The box-shaped symbols on the
-':_: horizon represent I0_ _rack increments from the runway heading and are plotted
...._ relative to the _unction of the rearward extended runway center llne and the
-z_;, horizon. The p_lot uses the track angle and relative track symbology to estab-
+_: fish his path Intercept for runway alinement. The computer-generated runway
i+2_ symbology shows good registration with the real runway, shown by the forward-
!f°_!{ looking television image. Time of day is displayed in the top left-hand corner
_+_ so that video tapes of the displays can be correlated with the onboard data
_%:: system. Radio altitude is displayed in the top right-hand side of the screen,
" The MLS processor outputs used to drive these display symbols are indicated
++;_
-':+"_; in figure 16 as north velocity VN, east velocity V.., sink rat_: h, lateral-
i:__; path deviation N, tilde-path deviation 6, latitude _ LAT, and l+:ng_tude LONG.
!+_++ The display symbols which are driven from these parameters are fllght-path
_'_+'::_,: angle wedges, which indicate the projected touchdown point; trend vector, which
i_;_'i_' Indicates the predicted flight path of the aircraft; aircraft position; ground
!z__ speed; lateral-path and glide-path deviations; and a computer-gun£rated per-
'_°:: spective runway with an extended center line. Additional inputs to the dlsp]ay
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compuc:'.i.lo_Is as shown il_ fl)_ur_, 16 ,_rv ,.co:-._; r..rn.:;C,' a,.cv1_,ration , which Is
used Lo stabilize the trend w..,cl,Jr; ;lll,J pit,'h '., r_l] ,i, ;rod ynw q', which
are used to correct tho pc,_r,;p,,ct{vt, runv:,ly :-:,ymb,._] 1,_ airccuft attitude change;;.
The acceleration nnd :ltt it.,h, i,,,,,,t,_ w,,r- d,,rlv,±d I r.m th,.. inertial p l;_.l.form
during the ICAO l)emonstr,c:.i,..u, l'u,.il:g I:,tt,_" l l. ight:; thv ;l,:_cc.l_,r_3tJtm input,-;
were measured from body-mem;'_t_-I a, ,'t_leror,,eters:inlJtransformed to an inertial
reference frame.
I,IS},'N Reconfigu:ation Summary
Changes to the RSFS configuration [or the ICAO Demonstration may be seen
by comparing figure 17 with figure 3, As shown in fJRure 17, three antenna
locations were selected for the den_onstration. The C_-band antennas on the tail
and lower aft fuselage were used for diagnJstic purposes during the development
flights. The C- and Ku-band antennas located above the front cabin were the
primary antennas used for Fuidance. The cabin-mounted (.'-band antenna was used
to receive Az, i_Ll, and v, :_,,,i,]I_,,'HI_tllz.l[11-i:,;,ild_ilLt£.illla%,tasthe receiving
antenna for EI,2 signa]_. The :g.,:r_:cci'..,,r_;,!_roc,;,:_,,r,and spucial _[].Ssignal
recorders are shown located just in front of the aft flight deck. Special
in-fllght diagnostic oscillographr and a backup MLS receiver are shown located
at the right rear of the airpl:._ne.
OVERV]EW OF FLIGHT RESULTS
During the development, demonstration, and post-demonstration data-
collection flights in the NAFEC MLS environment, 208 automatic approaches and
205 automatic flares were flown. "'_'__., se flares were terminated in touch-and-go
maneuvers and full-stop landings that included automatic roll-out operations•
During the demonstration flights, fina] approaches of 3 n. mi. were achieved.
Following the demonstration, shorter final automatically controlled approaches
of 2 n. mi. were flown. Manually controlled flights conducted after the demon-
stration included 41 approaches with final segments of 3, i_, and 1 n. mi.
Reduction of flight data gathered on these flights is underway. Analysis of
these data is expected to result in an n_sessment _,f I,;_tlltracking accuracy;
speed control system performance; di_p]ay format utility for monitoring air-
craft path tracking perforraancc an,l for interpretation of flight situation
and usefulness in changes in flight plan_; wind shear and turbulence conditions
during all flight phases; quality of the MLS signals in terms of precision and
multipath characteristics; and t_tal perlormance of the navigation, guidance,
and flight control systems. }lowever, a limited amount of quantitative data has
been reduced and the rc;sults _:i][ be _.ummarized here. _n addition, qualitative
• comments of pilots and observers regarding overall airplane performance will be
discussed.
Automat [c I"]. [_l_t _'_,ntt-oi }'e, rformal_,'t,
="_-,, An example el path krac'king at'cur;_cy durtu_,, th,, d_:mc, ustr,:tic'n i.!ig|,t,3_ t,f
_'. May 20, 1976, is _']lt_wn in ]J_,'l-,, '. [o :..,,-1_! 1(*, 'lhc ,.,otd ,;i |.ht..%c tw,.. i i_iurt'._
I LI
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_, were obtalncd through a comparison o£ unprocessed MLS Az, ELI, EL2, and
R signals with phototheodolite tracking data. The ordinates of figure. 18 are
i_ fn degrees and each abscissa Is in n,tutlm'llmilns, as measured from th, HI,r;:_,
.' nnd Dlfl_transm.ltter site. In fi[,ute 18, _t can be seen that tl|,_;,Zll,lUtl_e, rc,,
'J is quite small throut,Jlout the approach mid Is usually h:ss than I|.O'-/:. 'I1|.:
error in elevation (ELI reference.) is somewhat larger but appears to be ,Jf the
.!.:"; order of 0.05° along most of the final approach. The abscissa scales of fig-
ure 19 are the same as for figure 18. The upper plot of this figure has range
signal error along the ordinate; the lower plot has degrees of elevation (flare
" signal) error along its ordinate. The range-error plot of figure 19 shows a
;; bias of approximately 8 m (25 ft), with maximum errors appearing to be of the
:_ ord.r of 15 m (50 ft). The elevation error shown in this figure agrees well
;" with the elevation error in figure 18. In fact, these two elevatlon-error plots
._. agree so well that it is highly probable that the major portion of this error
i':[ may be attributable to phototheodollte error rather than errors in either ELI
.... or EL2 signals. The source of this error is under study. The growth of ELI
_ and EL2 error in the vicinity of the runway threshold can be attributed
_ chiefly to the geometry of the photetheodolite sites.
,r
L:_. Fllght-path deviations for the same flight as in figures 18 and 19 are
_!._ shown in the plots of figure 20. The upper plot of this figure shows the
lateral-path deviation that occurred from final turn into the final approach
-_ fix through touchdown and roll-out. These lateral deviations are typ_cally less
_: than 15 m (50 ft). The lower plot of figure 20 is representative of the glide-
...._ : path deviations experienced during the demonstration flights. These deviations
_ were usually less than 6 m (20 ft). The growth of glide-path deviation starting
_ at 1.3 n. ml. is due to the flare maneuver.
-> An example of the effects of wind shear along the flight track on tracking
_-. performance during final approach is shown in figure 21. The plot on the left
i_!_:_i of figure 21 shows an ideal 3° glide slope (dashed llne) and the gllde-slope
i=?_i performance (solid line) achieved when the airplane was subjected to the in-
'_._:
,,: fluence of the evident wind shear shown in the callbrated-alrspeed plot on the
._ right of this figure. The airspeed plot shows variations in the tail wind com-
_:_:' ponent of approximately 20 knots. An examination of this plot indicates that
_._ the airplane experienced a wind shear gradient along the flight path of approxi-
i_j_
_. ,. mately 15 knots over an altitude range of 8 m (25 ft), Examination of the
_ _,_':' glide-slope performance plot shows that the flight deviations were quite small
_ and of the order of 3 m (I0 ft) or less. This performance is considered to be
_J;.:,i excellent for such severe wind conditions. Other wind conditions experienced
i_"._ during the demonstration flights include strong gusts, tail wind components
1711_ of 20 to 25 knots, and 20-knot cross-wlnd components.
L !
L_7[_ No conclusions may be made at this time regarding correlations among air-
..-.-.: speed at flare initiation, mean tall winds during flare, sink rates at touch-
_ _' down, and touchdown dispersion. Analysis is underway to develop corr_l:_tlon
criteria for the results of these flights and the data gathered during the
_L. development and demonstrat._on fllghts. However, it can be noted that touchdown
i=._)_ dispersion data obtained for El.2 l:lar_,sand rud[o n[tl,,et¢.rf[ar¢:_ ::pl,,,;,,t ,
U_:', have similar characteristics. These dispersion data are considered to coml,_,r_
! _"i: favorably with performance o[ commezclal airlines. Follow[ng th',' ]CAU
i._T_ I'_
i__
!-:L;
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Demonstration, several automatic appro_lchev_ worr succrssfull.y flown with
acceleration data sensed from body-mounted acc_..terc, mete_r_ instead of from the
INS. During these latter flights the final ._ppro_ch was shot,erred to 2 n. mi.
DispJay UtJilzation
In exploiting the _S capablllti_s ill_l_ ]_EAV at_dMLS envlromaent and in
utilizing profiles such as those demonstrate,! before the ICAO, it is essential
that the flight crew be continually orJente.] wlth respect to its flight and
navigation situation. Today's aircraft flight Instrumentation is not considered ..
operationally adequate, either for monitoring automatic flight or for contin-
gency reversion to manual control in the environment anticipated, that is,
close-in, curved, descending, precision approach profiles with very low visi-
bility and in proximity to other traffic. Consequently, the advanced electronic
display system has been provided in the aft flight deck of th. TCV airplane
with which to explore and develop this all-important interface of the pilot
with his environment.
During the ICAO Demonstration, the ability to observe the position of the
airplane at all times and its tracking performance by means of the displays was
as impressive as the automatic operation itself. After take-off, the displays
permitted the pilots to position the airplane manually for a smooth, maneuver-
less transition to 3-D automatic flight into the flrst way point of the auto-
matic profile. Also, during the development flights prior to the demonstra-
tion, numerous interruptions in flying the profiles were encountered. Several
diversions due to intrusion of traffic were encountered, and there were many
programing errors and malfunctions of various kinds that led the pilot to take
over. The displays, in combination with control wheel steering, resulted in
effortless navigation during reprograming or redlrected flight and facilitated
expeditious maneuvering by the pilots to reenter the desired patterns without
lost time or excessive airspace for orientation and without the need for vec-
toring from the ground. The EADI symbology provided an effective means of
monitoring flight progress on the final approach. In particular, the excellent
registration of the computer-generated perspective runway with the television-
generated image of the real-world runway established confidence in the potential
utility of computer-generated runway symbology for monitoring landing operations.
The implications for the future are clear with respect to automatic flight.
Advanced displays will have to be provided to
Maintain crew orientation
. Permit manual maneuvering within constraints in airspace, fuel, and time
in order to cope with diversions due to traffic, weather, or loss of
automatic capability
Permit continued controlled navlgatlo_ wl,_.u,_,'wc]c:_tanres and/or flight
:=_ profiles must be defined
16
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: M_nu_dly Controlted Approaches
i Upon completion of tlle automatic flights related to the ICAO Demonstration,
_ .. additional flights were conducted to evaluate display effectiveness for manually
_ controlled flight along the same prnfiles, since this is considered to be the
, bast way to evaluate display information for monitoring purposes and takeover if
_. necessary. The runway symbology and track information relative to the runway
, , presented in the EADI appear to be effective means of integrating horizontal
_. information into the vertical situation display for the landing approaches. The
_ runway and relative-track symbology aid the pilot in maintaining a current men-
!:" tal picture of his situation relative to the runway.
!" The velocity vector control mode was used during the approaches. In this
_ mode, the pilot commands pitch rate by pulling or pushing the panel-mounted
controllers. When the pilot perceives that the desired flight-path angle has
been reached, he releases the controllers and the system maintains that flight-
_ path angle. The pilot also commands roll rate by rotating the panel-mounted
controllers. When he attains the desired track angle relative to the runway,
_: he releases the controllers with wings level and that track angle is maintained
until further inputs are made.
-.", During the manual approaches the pilot's task was to capture and hold the
:/ localizer center llne while maintaining the 3° glide-slope center line. Several
L: approaches with 3 n. m[, finals were flown using the runway and relative-track
i/._ symbology as primary information for capturing and holding the localizer center
_-: line. The resulting lateral errors were less than 5 m (15 ft) at the 30-m (100-ft)
:___, altitude window. This small error indicates that the pilot was able to make the
i__i locallzer offset correction quickly and come through this window with satlsfac-
i_i torily stable attitudes and conditions. Tile vertical errors at the 30-m window
were less than 2 m (6 ft).
_: , Flight-path deviations for a typical manually controlled approach are
shown in the plots of figure 22. The upper plot of this figure shows the
i< lateral-path deviations that occurred from the final approach fix to an altitude
_ :. of 30 m (I00 ft). The lateral deviation at the final approach fix is approxl-
•-- (
i-_ merely 30 m. This offset was easily handled by the pilot, and as indicated by
P_;: the plot. the lateral deviations were reduced to 3 m (i0 ft) or less prior to
_ flare initiation. The lower [)lot of figure 22 is illustrative of the glide-path
,,, deviations during these approaches. The nmximum vertical deviation is seen to
_, be 6 m (20 ft).
:_: The manual approa_.h perform m, c ._cl,l_,v_,dwith the,rtmwav and relat [v_,-
ii>_ track symbolot,y is very ,n,',,ur,_..[_>,,,_n_idcri._..that thesl, were the first cl_,.qu-
[.: in approaches flown by th,,:;,, l,il,,ts. The, pt, rform;mct, datn f,,r thL.s_, manu. 1
," .... approaches compare very favorably with the flight director criteria for glide
!-" slope and localizer performance _tated in reference 7 for Category I and Cate-
' y.
8ory. lI approach conditions• Additional manual approaches with final segments
i ' of I_ and I n. mi. were succe._sfullv flown, quantitative data relating to thes_
! _:) latter approaches are not time.availdb ] e" _]t this
i L"_
-- L !;
! -_./.
!°': 1_ i
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CONCLUDING RE_L_ff_KS
The _y_:;t.em development oft_crt undertaken by NASA in support of the., IC/,o
D(:.,,onst_atJonpreLJented NASA with the opportunity to gain experience with the
U.S. MI,S characterl[_ticu and an opportunity to develop operational techniques
for utilization of this system in a real-world environment. The demonutraticn
ale;t, provided an opportunity for a wide and varied audience to observe prooi at
concept o[ cht: MLS In flight trod to witness presentations of the teclmique_
ust:d [o ittte_rate the MLS capability Into an existing avionics system on a com-
mercial tattler class airplane.
The lllght,,j demonstrated tim utility of the wide area coverage of the blLS
for ct*t'ved, de_cendlng paths commencing with a standard RNAV approach into a
•,: tet_atnal area and continuation of this approach throughout the blLS coverage
area and o:_to the runway. Tho ability to fly precision curved navigation paths
with use of _[LS signals highlights the potentl.l of this system for design of
noise allcvlation and high-capaclty flight paths in a terminal area. During
these flights, transition from a curved path to the final approach was executed
smoothly, with lateral excursions of the order of 15 m (50 it). These small
excursions, or overshoots, indicate that an 800-m (2500-it) separation o£ final
approach paths, and therefore runway separation, is a reasonable goal.
These flights also demonstrated the feasibility of shorter final approaches
_ for terminal-area operations during very low visibility conditions. Shorter
final approaches coupled with improved ATC teclmiques give promlsu of shorter
:. con_non paths for merging aircraft and therefore a potential for increased air-
port capacity. Flare performance using the MLS flare beam (EL2) was seen to
=s compare favorably with that accomplished when conventional radio altimeter tech-
<_ nlques were used; and use of the _S for roll-out demonstrated th_ potential for
, improved guidance on the runway.
._ Advanced display concepts developed under the TCV Program were shown to be
compatible with the _fl_S,and the accuracy of the MLS signals permitted these
_:: displays to be used to their fullest advantage by the pilots both in monitoring
and contro]llng with precision the close-ln flight profiles. Also, the EHSI
= proved to be of significant value for execution of flight plan changes or
' manual performance of diversionary maneuvers.
It should be noted that the demonstration flights were conducted under
_ severe wind conditions which would ordinarily have required runway assignment
: changes fo final approaches or rerouting to other airports in the cases of com-
_:_ merclal airline traffic. Atmospheric conditions included high winds with
,;_ stron_ gusts resulting in tail wind components oi 20 to 25 knots, cr,,s,,;-wind
.... : . component_ of 20 knots, steady tail quartering winds of 20 to 25 knots, and
sla_aJs in excess o[ 50 knots per 30 m (!00 ft).
Problem,_ currently existing in terminal-area operations of the civil air
_:, tr,msport:ation system can be expected to intensify in the future. New flight
pr, w,_(htrt'._; arid advancements in flight control, navigation, and guidance systems
_ dL_sJgned tt, ta_e m,lximum advantage of MLS, and other advanced ATC equipment,
6_ offer potential solutions to these problems a,,; well as economic adwmtage. The
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Figure 3.- Research Support Flight System luternal arrangement.
Figure 4.- Aft flight: deck disp]a), arrangement.
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